DS-B1-N Security strips

The 3M DS-B1-N security strip is secured inside the spine of a book.

Application

- Remove the liner from the security strip. Place about 5 mm of the security strip on the tip of the applicator bayonet.

- Open the book so that the book cover separates from binding.

Make sure that the adhesive surface of the strip is positioned facing the cover.

- Insert the applicator bayonet in the space between the book spine and the cover until the security strip is aligned with the entire length of the book.

- Close the book and press the book spine towards the cover in order to attach the security strip.

- Hold the book as shown in the sketch and remove the applicator from the spine with a rapid movement. The security strip can now be sensitised.
The DS-B2-N Security strips have been designed to be placed between the pages of a book or a magazine.

Application

- Open the book on a page whose margin is wide enough for a security strip to be attached without interfering with the type.

  Avoid pages that are frequently used and where the book falls open naturally.

- Make sure that the book is not opened too wide so it subsequently falls open at that page.

- Hold the security strip at the end showing long green stripes. Remove the adhesive liner by pulling downwards.

  Make sure that the exposed adhesive surface of the strip is facing upwards.

- Slide the strip as far as possible into the crease between the pages.

- As soon as the strip has been positioned, turn a few pages and press down onto the strip so that it is firmly secured in position.

- Return to the page to which the security strip is attached and remove the protective liner. The security strip can now be sensitised.
DAC-1 Security strips

The 3M DAC-1 security strip and cover label are designed to be applied directly to audio cassettes.

Application

- Remove the liner from the security strip.
- Apply the security strip above the tape window.
- Do not position the security strip at the bottom of the audio cassette.
- Apply the cover label on top of the security strip. The security strip can now be sensitised.
DVM-1 Security strips

The DVM-1 security strips and cover labels are designed to be applied directly to video cassettes.

Application

- Remove the liner from the security strip.

- Apply the security strip along the edge of the recessed area.

- Do not position the security strip at the middle of the recessed area.

- Apply the cover label on top of the security strip. The security strip can now be sensitised.
3M Tattle-Tape™

DCD-2 Security strip

The 3M DCD-2 security strips are designed for application to audio compact discs and CD-ROMS.

Application

- Centre the clear overlay on the top side (label side) of the CD and hold firmly in position.

- Lift smaller portion of overlay and bend it back, while removing the liner. Roll adhesive surface of overlay onto the CD.

- Remove the liner from the large portion of the overlay, and roll the overlay onto the CD.

- Rub the entire surface of the overlay to bond it to the CD. The CD is now protected.

Some CD-players will reduce the sensitivity of the DCD-2 security strips. They must therefore be resensitized after patron use.